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Abstrakt
Úkolem této prace je popis historie a zpu˚sobu˚ slucˇování adresárˇu˚, vytvorˇení možného návrhu a im-
plementace linuxového jaderného modulu, který bude slucˇovat obsah adresárˇu˚ s použitím RedirFS
frameworku. Práce bude popisovat a rˇešit problémy s tím spojené, jako jsou prˇekryvy jmenných
prostoru˚ nebo zmeˇny ve sloucˇených adresárˇích.
Abstract
Main purpose of this work is to explore history and methods of directory unions, to make a proposal
of design and finally to implement Linux kernel module that merges content of directories using
RedirFS framework. We will discuss and solve related problems like namespace overlapping or
underlying directories changes.
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Chapter 1
Prologue
The main topic of this thesis is development of an application for directory merging using RedirFS
framework. RedirFS is a framework which runs as LKM alongside kernel and sets up a couple of
pre- and post-callbacks for selected VFS calls. It can also be seen as a layer between VFS and
target filesystem. Main core of RedirFS is represented by redirfs module to which filter modules
are attached. RedirFS filters create a kind of chain when connecting so that every isolated VFS call
can be processed by more filters. RedirFS and Linux kernel have some limitations as of now which
makes successful implementation of this application impossible and one part of this thesis focuses
on these problems and their solution.
In following chapters I am going to describe what unioning file system is, problems regarding
its implementation and finally, using of filter in RedirFS as unioning filesystem layer.
Chapter 2 describes what unioning file system is, their history and examples of operation sys-
tems where they can be encountered or even used. It also clarifies problems of unioning
filesystems implementation and explains problems that make their wider deployment so hard.
Some unfortunate Unix system’s design mistakes causing many problems in generic unioning
filesystem implementations will be shown here
Chapter 3 discusses usability of RedirFS for directory merging task and possible design of a
unioning filter
Chapter 4 lists changes that had to be done in RedirFS and VFS to reach the eventual functionality
of directory merging filter
Chapter 5 describes implementation details of filter implementation as well as VFS and RedirFS
framework modification issues
Chapter 6 points out all tests of the resulting application and use cases
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Chapter 2
Briefing on unioning filesystems
2.1 Fundamental design
Standard and expected behaviour for mounting operation in *NIX systems is to see only the last
mounted namespace at one mount point (the top of the mount stack). Previously mounted names-
paces are not visible at this point until they are at the top of the mount stack. But some users want
to use mount operation more extensively, so the idea of union mounts has appeared. The main
functionality of unioning filesystems is to merge more namespaces into a single namespace. First
prerequisite for this approach is a high level of filesystems abstraction provided by Virtual Filesys-
tem Switch in Linux. Physical types of storage media could be masked and interface is unified.
On the other hand, some operating systems do not use such level of abstraction, e.g. in Microsoft
Windows all devices are marked by letters and their type is known, so physical layer is leaked to
higher layers. In these types of systems it would be more difficult to implement the idea of union
mounts and it would be necessary to use more workarounds than in *NIX systems. It makes mount-
ing of filesystems, known as branches, which belong to the same logical namespace easier, because
user does not have to use several different mount points in different paths, but he can access all
filesystems from one mount point. Namespaces of union filesystems can usually have different
read-access permissions so it is common to have read-only directiories and writeable directory in
one union. This is the classic way to use these systems.[8, 10]
Figure 2.1: Examples of user directories
2.2 Use of unioning filesystems
Union mounts are heavily used for live Linux distributions. They allow to have root filesystem of
distribution (usually hundreds of megabytes at least) on physical read-only media such CD or DVD
and small writeable filesystem from RAM memory or USB stick so that files changed by user are
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Figure 2.2: Union mount of directories specified above with top-level merging of namespaces
Figure 2.3: Union mount of directories specified above with merging of whole namespaces
transparently merged with the rest of system’s read-only base. Another use of unioning file system
is to provide basic contents of home directory for each system user. Read-only default set of files is
mounted at the bottom of mount-stack so users can easily change those files in top write-able layer.
Union mounts can also be used by network administrators for applying root filesystem via NFS on
multiple machines.[10]
2.3 Implementation issues
In the basic common case, there is one read-only directory and some write-able overlay mounted in
one namespace. The engine of a unioning filesystem must solve the administration of correct choice
between merged branches during lookup, persistent store of changes on read-only branches below
writeable filesystem, fly-on adding and removing of branches and correct behaviour when deleting,
adding and moving branch entries. If anything, the implementation must be fast and robust. This is
also why are FUSE and other user-space implementations are not considered that useful.
2.3.1 Whiteouts
Whiteouts is a term for a directory entry which prevents lookups to lower layers.[10] For example,
when the read-only file is edited, its new version or diff is created in top writable layer and whiteout
entry forces the use of the recent version of the file. Whiteouts are commonly implemented as a
directory with a special name (e.g. .wh.<filename>). Another option is to make whiteout entries
to be hard links to special whiteout files.
2.3.2 Opaque directories
Opaque directory flag prevents lookups for directory entries from traversing to lower layers. It is set
on directory copy-up after changing a directory in read-only layer or on creation of directory which
replaces a whiteout.[10] This flag can be implemented either as a special directory (e.g. .opaque)
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with list of opaque directories or as a flag on directory inode. Second solution would need support
from underlying filesystem.
2.4 Problems with POSIX compliance
The POSIX standard sets up the family of functions readdir(), telldir(), seekdir(). Pro-
grams that use them can do such sequencies of procedures as start reading directory, seek some
directory entry, take some stop time and resume reading at the same place where stopped previ-
ously. Those features were designed in early years when filesystems were not so complex and
position in directory was only a simple offset similarly as in files. Today’s filesystems often do not
return only simple offset so it is necessary to develop some advanced scheme of stable mapping of
directory positions.
2.5 Existing implementations
There is a plenty of implementations of unioning filesystems on different operating systems. First
appearance of unioning filesystems was recorded in Plan 9 system that showed early concepts and
began discussion and development that last until now. Microsoft also implements a kind of tool for
unioning folders in Windows 7 system.[10]
2.5.1 Plan 9
Plan 9 from Bell Labs is a research operating system that has been developed since mid-1980.
Simple union mount implementation appeared in a special way there. Union mounts in this system
do not implement whiteouts neither they solve duplicate entries. Directory entries are merged only
on top-level. Plan 9 command for unioning directories is bind used as bind -a /home/val/bin/
/bin In this case -a option stands for mounting of personal /bin ”after“ system variant so system
/bin directory is mounted above personal and its content takes precedence. Interesting thing about
this implementation is smooth solution of readdir() problem (2.4). Plan 9 implements command
dirread() similar to readdir() defined by POSIX. It returns structure where its two members
are very usable for POSIX-like directory seeking. The members are path, the 64-bit value unique
for all current path names in the system and 32-bit vers value for marking all the changes in the
file. Resulting 96-bit value is more responsible place marker than the classic Unix 32-bit off_t.
2.5.2 BSD
BSD system implements two types of union mounts. First type is a simpler one also known from
Plan 9 as bind which can be used with mount command with -o union option. Second type
is a more sophisticated command mount_unionfs implementing whiteouts and merging the entire
namespace, not only the top-level one. The uppermost layer is always write-able and all underlaying
are read-only. User can choose between two whiteout creating modes. Whiteout entry can be created
anytime when a directory is removed or only in case of a directory entry with same name existing
in some lower branch. Every opened directory causes the creation of new shadow directory of the
same name in the top writable layer. This kind of aggresive creating of new directories can look
quite odd and space consuming, but shadow directory sizes are negligible and they speed up the
traversing of a union mount in that manner. User-space implementation of readdir() is handled
by libc. Whenever opendir() is called, duplicates are removed, whiteouts are applied and result
is given to caller.
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2.5.3 Linux
There were a lot of attempts in pushing the union mount support inside Linux kernel, starting in
the year 1993 by Inheriting File System created by Werner Almesberger. IFS was first union mount
filesystem which appeared in Linux, but kernel interfaces were changing so much and so often
during Linux’s early years that the project died out. There were a lot of attempts for usable union
mounts implementation in kernel, but current state (as of January 2011) is that Linux kernel has no
built-in support for union mounts. On the other hand, on development mailing lists iterate complex
patches for VFS union mounts created mainly by people around Valerie Aurora and Jan Blunck so
there is still some chance to have built-in union mount support in Linux.
2.5.4 unionfs
Unionfs differs from previously mentioned implementation in one important aspect. It is not inside
the kernel, but it is situated between VFS and target filesystem. Unionfs layer is connected to both
sides so that it looks as target filesystem for VFS and target filesystems communicate with Unionfs
in the same manner as with VFS. This means that unionfs has to supply all filesystem structures
and operation as superblocks, inodes, lookups, syncing changes to disk. Unionfs is a part of larger
project FiST (File System Translator), the stackable filesystem generation tool. Architecture of
unionfs consists of arrays of pointers to objects from underlying branches. For example structure
unionfs_dentry_info holds array of struct * path, where pointers to dentries with same name
and path in all branches are stored. Another type of unionfs structures e.g. for inodes, superblocks
looks quite similar. A significant feature is support for multiple writable branches. This property
affects the handling with directory deletion when the operation must be propagated through all
writable branches and when it is traversed to read-only branch, whiteout is established there. Al-
though uniofs solves a lot of union mount problems it has not been merged into the mainline. The
current state is that it is situated in -mm kernel tree and it does not look like there would be any
change to it.
2.5.5 aufs
Its name came from ”Another unionfs“, because it began as a unionfs fork in 2006. But it was
completely rewritten from scratch later. The architecture of aufs is very similar to unionfs, but
a lot of features were added later so in the end aufs is the most featureful unioning file system
implementation. It supports multiple writable branch selection policies as using the branch with the
most free space, stable inode numbers or hard links across branches. The major reason why it is
not widely used is too complex code without comments and constant structure. Aufs was used in
Knoppix Live Linux distribution.
2.5.6 Concept of Libraries in Windows 7
Windows 7 contains new Library feature.[4] Library is a kind of virtual folder which does not exist
on the hard drive physically. Users are allowed to add folders to these Libraries and after that can
see merged content of folders in Library. At default system configuration the standard Libraries are
Documents, Music, Pictures and Video, but users can create their own ones.
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Chapter 3
Using of RedirFS filter as unioning layer
From the outside point of view the RedirFS solution for unioning the filesystem is similar to unionfs
and aufs. RedirFS is a layer between VFS and target filesystem and also provides internal data struc-
tures for translating between VFS and target filesystem. Basic redirfs module connects functional
filters together and redirects VFS call to them. The core of unioning system is a filter module at-
tached to RedirFS core module that is providing pre- and postcallbacks for VFS operations and
handles all neccessary filesystem structures or even structures for managing single union mounts.
3.1 RedirFS filter properties
Basic settings of RedirFS filter are:
• activity
• priority in chain of filters
• pre- and postcallbacks for selected VFS calls
• paths where filter is used
Affected paths and filter’s activity can be set through sysfs interface. Paths which are affected by
filter are called ”included paths“. Their subtrees which are not driven by filter are called ”excluded
paths“. The internal structure for path storing is root object. They are linked to a list inside the
redirfs filter. The interface of the filter is designed in a different style compared to unionfs and
aufs because mount points and mounted paths have to be passed to filter by sysfs interface, not by
mount command options. Callbacks for specified VFS operations are chosen and compiled into
filter module so end-user cannot change them on the fly. [3]
3.2 Interface
Basic interface of RedirFS filter is situated in sysfs filesystem in
/sys/fs/redirfs/filters/<filter_name>/. This directory contains files active, paths, prior-
ity, unregister. The most interesting file is paths where filesystem paths driven by filter are exposed.
There is an entry point for unionflt for inserting a new mount point. Fundamental operations for
unionflt filter are adding, listing and removing of mount points.
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add a new mount point:
echo -n "a:i:<new mount point>" > /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/paths
remove mount point:
echo -n "r:<mount point id>" > /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/paths
remove all mount points:
echo -n "c" > /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/paths
list all mount points:
cat /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/paths
Output is {<type>:<id>:<path>}*
Second part of the interface is private for every established mount point in sysfs directory
/sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/<mount_name>, where mount_name is the last compo-
nent (dentry name) of mount point path. There is branches file in this directory. Branches are
sorted by given priority when smaller number means higher priority. Branches of selected mount
are managed by these commands:
add a new branch:
echo -n "a:<priority>:<root of branch namespace>" \
> /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/<mount_name>/branches
remove branch:
echo -n "r:<branch id>" \
> /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/<mount_name>/branches
remove all branches of union:
echo -n "c" \
> /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/<mount_name>/branches
list of all branches:
cat /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/unionflt/<mount_name>/branches
Output is {<id>:<priority>:<root of namespace>}
This interface allows user to have unlimited number of mount points and their branches.
3.3 Architecture of filter
At first it is necessary to have an efficient system for operations with branches. It should have
efficient way to merge their namespaces and to do a fast lookup.3.3.4 In this time, commands like
ls or cd should work fine on union mount folder. After achieving this goal the time comes for
solving problems like proper locking, branches with different mountpoint (struct vfsmount in
their paths or advanced access policies. Problems like whiteouts which are connected with the
dynamic branch behavior are discussed in 2.3.
3.3.1 Attachment of private data to root object
Next task that must be done for achieving a functional unioning mount filter is to attach some
private data to all root objects in included paths. RedirFS framework provides an interface to set
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this data for a root object and read them back. Those attached private data contains information
about mounted namespaces.
3.3.2 Function callbacks inside filter
Main core of the filter are callbacks called by redirfs module on selected VFS operations. These
functions have unified interface
enum rfs_retv_cb(rfs_context cont, struct redirfs_args * rargs)
The most important argument is struct redirfs_args * containing arguments and spaces for
return values. Other things like passing arguments or catching selected VFS calls are managed by
redirfs module. Filter is only a collection of callbacks, but it has a direct access to a VFS object in
an argument so it is not a problem to change or substitute them. This feature is the main focus and
power of RedirFS filters.
3.3.3 The most important VFS operations for unioning behavior
Key operations for union mount behavior are:
• inode operation struct dentry *lookup(struct inode *, struct dentry *, struct
nameidata *)
• file operation int readdir(struct file *, void *, filldir_t)
Lookup operation
In callbacks for inode lookup operation it is most important to substitute input parent directory inode
and namespace with appropriate data structures of selected union mount branch. Since unionflt uses
priority of branches as main dividing, for initial callback, it means the access to mount point dentry,
inode and nameidata will be substituted by root dentry of the branch with the highest priority.
Typical control flow of lookup for inode in union mount
This is a description of lookup for inode of file in a namespace mounted by unionflt. Details
like dentry cache reading were omitted. Lookup is a fundamental operation related to traversing of
directory (dentry) tree.
1. Kernel calls VFS to provide inode of some file
2. VFS calls do_lookup() function on given path
3. When mount point managed by unionflt is reached, redirfs module starts redirecting the
inode lookup operation to unionflt filter. It is possible to walk only through branches that
belongs to mount point in path indeed.
4. Filter provides correct translation from path inside mount to original path where inodes are
stored. Further info at 3.3.4
5. When target file is found, VFS returns file’s inode, if not, it returns error value.
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Readdir operation
Operation readdir is joined with VFS object struct file. This kind of object is dynamically
created as a mirror of userspace file descriptor on the kernel side. When readdir operation is called
there are pointers to buffer of directory metadata and function filldir given to lower filesystem
layer. It reads the directory contents metadata like names, types or permissions (called dirent)
either from its inner caches or directly from the physical medium. Objectives of RedirFS are to
hold metadata buffer and fill it by all directories with the same path in all layers. The walk through
all directories with the same path across all layers uses the same code as lookup inode operation.
Problems connected with this issue are thoroughly discussed in 3.3.4.
Typical control flow of readdir for file in union mount
This is a description of readdir for file in namespace mounted by unionflt. Common use is in-
voking by getdents syscall called by libc readdir() function by user-space application ls or by
shell auto-completion mechanism.
1. getdents syscall is called by libc readdir() function
2. Filter holds buffer with dirents and calls underlying filesystem readdir routine on all direc-
tories with the same path
3. The buffer is filled up with dirents and returned to upper layers
3.3.4 Duplicate branches
It is possible to have similar directory structures mounted as a union mount. However, results of
lookup and readdir exported to user-space have to reflect the outer uniformity of unioned names-
pace. It seems there are at least two ways to implement traversing throught all directories laying in
the same path. Filter unionflt uses the latter one.
1. bind dentries from the same path in one layer
2. walk subsequently throught layers in the manner of backtracking
Bind dentries with same name
All duplicate namespace levels are connected by links to their child dentries lists. Linking opera-
tion must be called after all changes at branch file of the current union mount. There must be some
structure to cover the linkage. Inside of RedirFS the dentries can be connected throught linked-
list placed in their private data. This approach’s disadvantage is getting mounted branches inside of
RedirFS that means problem with resolving difference between mount point and mounted branches.
Bind-together process’s overhead is another drawback of this solution. All VFS related calls which
are able to change contents of branches must be covered and results of these changes must be imme-
diately registered into union structures. RedirFS could solve it by redirectinge changing operations
such open, create, mkdir, rmdir, etc. This kind of lookup is done by alternative implementation
like Union mounts or OverlayFS, but the latter cannot handle modifications of branches, so they are
permitted[9]. See picture 3.2
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Backtracking walk
The second approach is based on subsequently separate walks through layers. No additional union
structure is necessary there. Next to real dentries of mounted branches, pseudo-path from new den-
tries is built. These dentries are created by unionflt and the filter is responsible for their memory
management. These pseudo-dentries point to searched inodes, in mounted branches. Similar ap-
proach is used in implementation of hardlinks. on *NIX systems. Further implementation details
are discussed in 5.3. Basic disadvantage is larger number of atomic lookup operations because fil-
ter has to return on base level of next branch when lookup in previous branch was unsuccessful.
Comparison of speed is mentioned in 6. The most significant benefit of this approach is greater
simplicity of implementation and not being that complex because of the lack of linking structures
between dentries in same paths. Regarding access to bare branches namespaces it is not mandatory
to keep track of VFS calls which could change branch contents. Removing, changing and adding
dentries is solved by results of real lookup in branches sorted by their priority. See picture 3.3
Figure 3.1: Union mount branches
Figure 3.2: Two namespaces with similar structure was mounted to union mount and dentry links
guarantee faster lookups
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Figure 3.3: Two namespaces with similar structure was mounted to union mount and traversed
sequentially
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Chapter 4
Necessary changes in VFS and RedirFS
implementation
4.1 New RedirFS interface
There must be new parts of RedirFS interface developed for the management of branches. 3.2 New
sysfs entries will be added for unionflt filter. Implementation issue of this feature is described in
5.1.
4.2 Mount point propagation
One of the most frequently used VFS functions is do_lookup().[2] This function searches dentry
in a given path. The main problem of using this function for unioning filesystems is its ignorance
of target’s real mount point and replacing it by mount point given as argument. It means that VFS
cannot know which mount point of dentry is correct. Our tasks are:
• process given path correctly by RedirFS and find out the correct native filesystem mount
• get this mount point back to VFS
• catch and handle this mount point by VFS in a correct way
4.2.1 Problem in VFS source code
VFS code should be modified in fs/namei.c in function do_lookup(). This function controls
dentry lookup process and is called by all categories of lookup functions, e.g. dentry cache lookups,
real lookups and so on. But this function uses forced value of found dentry’s mountpoint which is
equal to given mountpoint argument at function call. Change of this behavior would be only little
change in VFS source code, but not all uses of that code were examined, so this change was not
implemented to avoid possible VFS code breaking.
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Chapter 5
Filter implementation
5.1 Additional sysfs interface
There is a need for an additional sysfs interface for this filter as mentioned above in 3.2. The
most robust way to provide extended interface is to create it without changes in former RedirFS
source. The framework exports function redirfs_filter_kobject() which meets our needs
exactly. This function returns kobject of filter which takes the form of directory with name of the
filter in /sys/fs/redirfs/filters/. It is enough to have reference to this object to build underlying sysfs
hierarchy.
5.1.1 New umounts kset
Filter kobject has new kset grouping all maintained union mounts. Every mount point gets its new
own kobject in umounts folder named after name of last component of mount point. This kobject
is incorporated in mount point basic structure rfs_flt_subpath and has one attribute branches
represented in sysfs as single file. Contents of this file are shown in 3.2. Implementation details of
sysfs interface are outside the scope of this text and reader can find detailed information in [5]
5.2 Branch management
5.2.1 Root object private data
Every path where a union mount has a mountpoint needs to attach some private data to its root
object. These data are incorporated into struct rfs_branch_data that contains
• name of mountpoint
• head of branch list struct list_head branches
• linking structure struct rfs_priv_data
Information about branches is stored in struct rfs_branch containing the priority of the branch
and the root path of the mounted namespace. This structure is held in a double-linked list in the
root object private data. On the filter side the data are attached and even detached as well. When the
callback is called in filter, it has to re-discover the root object some of its path the caller is coming
from. In the moment of mount point removal the attached private data must be freed responsibly.
This is performed by callback getting private data as an argument. RedirFS private data handling
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is a rather complex issue and will be not discussed here. Additional information can be found
in RedirFS documentation or in [3]. When one of the callbacks is called, it has to distinguish
between the mount point affected by lookup or readdir. RedirFS provides a set of functions that
are able to get RedirFS object connected with VFS object (if one exists) by container_of macro
and return root object which is connected with. Unionflt filter incorporates these routines in the
unionflt_get_root_data() function.
5.3 Lookup implementation
At first, the relative path of the searched dentry must be obtained from input struct nameidata.
The result is passed into vfs_path_lookup() function along with branch dentry and mountpoint.
The call fills the passed struct nameidata structure with path of parent dentry if one exists.
Otherwise it returns an error and the search continues in the next branch with lower priority. But
if there was no error, the filter can look up for searched dentry in branch. For this simple lookup,
the loookup_one_len() is used. If that call was succeful, struct nameidata of parent dentry
from current branch is given to underlying filesystem lookup function of inode it belongs to. This
is already a task of redirfs module to do these calls as well as adding new dentry to RedirFS.
5.3.1 Problems with lookup operation in RedirFS
Limited input
Unfortunately, inode lookup operation can see only two components of the path, parent dentry,
inode and name of their possible descendant. Filter is not aware about another dentries in path. But
there is a requirement to know at least a part of the path preceding the currently processed dentry
due to the chosen system of union mount behavior described in 3.3.4. Without this information
the filter would not do partial lookups in mounted branches. VFS also provides function d_path()
that matches the aforementioned requirements. The routine walks in a backward direction through
dentry tree to the beginning of that and creates char * string of path. Thus all that remains is to cut
off the path of a mount point from the beginning to get the relative path of searched dentry.
Concurrent lookups
On SMP machines with 2 and more CPUs there is a problem with concurrent inode access. During
the inode lookup in underlying filesystem, every inode’s mutex is locked. Filter has to perform
all the partial path lookups carefully and still check the state of inode mutexes. As mentioned in
3.3.4, the pseudodentries connected to the mount point are hardlinks to inodes in branches. There
are places for using the helper functions like mutex_trylock() or mutex_is_locked() to prevent
the deadlock in case of another lookup on the same inode. But still there are possible races for call-
backs calls due to use temporary static variables in module memory space. So smooth functionality
on SMP machines cannot be guaranteed.
Dentries in RedirFS
The basic requirement for keeping control over all lookups in union mount path is to have all
dentries under control of RedirFS. This is done by RedirFS after calling lookup postcallback. If
the lookup was successful, new dentry is added to dentry cache of RedirFS and appropriate objects
are created, so its operations are substituted by RedirFS operations. If unionflt has to deal with
changes in branches, like deleting or moving, it should build new dentry tree under mount point for
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every lookup and remove the old one. This is done by d_delete() VFS function, which unhashes
existing dentry under mount point during the lookup, so it is removed from the hash table and can
be freed.
5.4 Readdir implementation
Readdir file operation is the second of redirected operations. The reason that it has to be under
RedirFS control is the possibility of same paths to appear across branches. The following steps
are performed when VFS is asked to do readdir on some inode. At first, lookup precallback
builds a path from dentries and adds them into RedirFS. After that, VFS calls underlying filesystem
operation readdir so there is enough time for RedirFS precallback action. There is a set of custom
wrappers for readdir() structures. The relative path of lookup is obtained from d_path() function in
the same manner as in 5.3. After that, the routine walks through all the branches and tries to look up
the relative path. When the lookup is successful, inode of a directory is locked, new filedescriptor
for that inode is open and underlying FS readdir() operation is done above it. This operation
is called with custom arguments which point to unionflt structures holding the readdir buffer.
After returning the main buffer offset is shifted, inode is unlocked, file is touched and continues
to further branches. In the end we have a buffer full of dentries from the same readdir path. This
result is passed back to upper layers.
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Chapter 6
Tests & Use cases
6.1 Comparison with existing union mount implementations
6.1.1 OverlayFS
advantage disadvantage
copy-ups and whiteouts mounted filesystem changes are permitted
ease of use fixed number of two layers
many FS supported
Figure 6.1: Comparison of features with OverlayFS
Speed measurements
There were performed two types of measurements. The first type was real-life example, when
two slightly different source trees of Linux kernel were mounted. The second measurement was
performed on generated directory trees with some empty files at bottom 512th level of them. All
analysis were performed above ext3 filesystem on 64-bit Dual-Core machine by time command.
Before every test all caches had been cleaned and stdout output was redirected to /dev/null for a
better accuracy. Values in the table are the average of ten attempts in a row.
kernel trees deep directories
test OverlayFS unionflt OverlayFS unionflt
find . 22.437s 25.699s 1.981s 3.112s
cat <file from lower layer> 0.181s 0.322s 0.130s 0.031s
cat <file from upper layer> 0.170s 0.178s 0.008s 0.009s
rm <file from lower layer> 0.308s 0.337s 0.309s 0.502s
du . 1m 49.944s 1m 38.378s 2.603s 4.289s
Figure 6.2: Speed measurements
The results show little overhead of backtracking lookup method at average directory tree. VFS
can really effective use its caches and repeated lookups gives only small performance penalty. For
unnatural directory trees the result is not so favorably. Overhead of additional lookups is a bit higher
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than for normal directories there, but it mainly increase for a lot of repeated lookups, like find of
du utilities. For a single lookup into lower layer it is even smaller. The largest numbers are for du
command which has to determine file sizes additionaly.
6.2 Use cases
The main idea behind the unionflt design was to provide a simple way to union several directories
without things like whiteouts or copyups. Typical user of this filter can be a user who has some base
of data, e.g. media files or source files, and wants to see them and manipulate them in one directory.
All conflicts in names are solved by marking branches by the order of priority, so when two branches
would have a file with exactly the same name in the same path, file from higher priority branch
will be used and the other one will be shadowed. This approach left no unpredictable changes in
mounted branches after submounting unlike approaches using copy-ups. These solutions created
mirrors of changed files from read-only layers with their complete paths and that could not be the
result the user desires.
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Chapter 7
Epilogue
This thesis brought a description of union mount, its history and current designs and implementa-
tions. The first appearance of merging directory concept was recorded in Plan 9, a very innovative
and timeless operating system depeloped in Bell Labs. Since that time a lot of effort was put into
designing concepts and creating applicable methods. Linux operating system development made
the greatest progress of all operating systems. There are plenty of concepts of directory merging.
Most of implementations are located in kernel space used as standalone module or direct patch,
but there is an implementation UnionFsFuse [7] in user-space as well. During years, one of the
most frequent uses of union mounts were for LiveCDs of Linux distributions. That particular use
resulted into a concept of writable and read-only layers which is widely accepted by Linux com-
munity. Unfortunately, this concept requires too many changes in VFS and is the reason why more
sophisticated implementations like unionfs or aufs were never included into the mainline and this
is not likely to change. But recently developers gradually ease up the complexity and focus on
robustness and ease of use. One of these light-weight projects, OverlayFS is very close to receive
ACKs from Linux filesystems maintainters and get into mainline.
The unionflt RedirFS filter was designed in the same simple and light-weight manner, but the ba-
sic difference is its backtracking lookup style in mounted branches. Another problem is dependence
on RedirFS framework. It makes the implementation easier due to RedirFS features such as manip-
ulating with VFS objects operations, so there are no additional kernel patches that would need to be
used, but it restricts the use to a narrow group of users. On the other hand, when the lookup method
will be implemented in some more sophisticated way without repeated sublookups in branches and
replacement for RedirFS features would be given, this concept could apply to get into Linux kernel
mainline. It is a forthcoming continuation of this thesis because of the lack of such light-weight
in-kernel implementations and the concept of branches controlled only by priority, without dividing
by writeability, is rather unique in the world of union mounts.
But there still is a lot of work on this current RedirFS filter implementation. Propagation of a mount
point back to VFS remains unimplemented so far, meaning there is no support for branches from
different filesystems than where mount point lays. Handling the readdir buffer should be done
more precise so duplicate dentries should be filtered by their priority. Lookup method could reduce
string operations giving unnecessary overhead and it would be useful to avoid them completely by
stacking dentries in the same path. Speed comparison between unionflt and OverlayFS proved weak
usability of backtracking lookups for productive use.
This implementation works on kernel 2.6.34, later versions will have problems with large changes
in VFS code for dentry cache scalability. At the moment, current RedirFS version is not compatible
with these changes too and adaption of both to latest kernels is one of next goals.
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